LASER FREQUENCY

MEASUMMENTS AND

THE

FaEDEFlNlTlON OF THE METER
The extension of absolute frequency measurements to the visible
has led t o a proposed new definition of the meter
KENNETH M. EVENSON, National Bureau of Standards, Boulder. C n

bl e3 U In the speed of light, an activity which has
challenge ssirntisrs for ober 300 years, may be a thing
of the past i f a recently proposed redefinition of the
meter is adopted. This proposal’ states: “The meter is
the length equal to the distance traveled in a time interval of 1/399,792,458 of a second by plant: electromagnetic waves in vacuum.” With this redefinition, c will be
fixed and t h e meter will be realized via a frequency
measurement of any stabilized laser which is maintained
at a fixed value. I t is the adbent of the absolute frequency measuremenr o f visible light, with the inherently high
accuracy of frequency measurements, which has made
[his redefinition possible.
Two fundamental standards, time (the second) and
length (thr meter) are defined in terms of electromagnetic radiation, and the electromagnetic spectrum
can be charactsrized by either frequency or wavelength.
However, i t is only recently’ that visible radiation has
been measured rcith the more accurate technique of
direct frequency measurement. Wavelengths are
measured with grating or prism spec:romeLers and interferometers. and the accuracy is limited by mechanical
and optical properties of the devices themselves. Stateof-the-art wavelength measurements in the visible are
presently made with a fractional uncertainty of about
z ~ U I O - ’ In
~ . comparison, frequency measurements are
limited only by the stabilities of the oscillators used. The
cesium time standard has a fractional stability and
reproducibility of better than i lxlO.”, and some lasers
are now approaching this value.’
Frequency measurements are man’s most ac-curate
measurements. Electronic counters directly count frequencies up to about 500 megahertz in the radiofrequency regime; measurement of higher frequencies
requires harmonic generation and heterodyning techniques. Harmonics of a known frequency are generated
by illuminating a nonlinear device which produces
radiation at a frequency nv, (where n is an integer) when
the input is at v,. The nv, radiation is then subtracted
from an unknown, higher frequency near nv, to produce
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a much lower difference or “bea ” frequency vB. which
is usually at a directly countable radio frequency. Thus
v = nv, f v s
\\.here uo is the known frequency, v B is directly counted
and v is the unknown frequency. In the infrared region
of 0.5 to 700 terahertz, a tucgsten-nickel point-contact
diode performs both the harmonic generation and mixing functions. Since the diodes generally have harmonic
numbers less than 12, a whole series of measurements
must be mads to reach the visible region, which occupies
frequencies some 57,000 times that of the cesium rime
standard: (:kt frequencies above 200 T H z , the Mih?
diode is kss sensitive, and bulk mixing in crystals is
generally used.) T o reach a visible frequency, a n en:ire
chain or’ frequency measurements starting from tne
fundamental frequency standard (the 9.3-gigahertz
oscillation of the cesium atom) was used, as shown in
Fig. 1 . The final link in this chain - the measurement
of the frequency of visible light’ - was the result of a
joint effort of the U.S.National Bureau of Standaids
and Canada’s National Research Council.
Sormally, a laser’s output frequency wanders over its
entire emission line; thus some way to stabilize its frequency is needed to make it useful for precision experiments.’ Fortunately, this can be accomplished with
sub-Doppler saturated absorption spectroscopy, which
permits the “locking” of the frequency of the radiation
to very narrow spectral features so that the frequency
remains fixed. A number of different laser wavelengths
have been stabilized and thus can serve as precise frequency and wavelength sources. For example: the helium-neon laser at 3.39 pm, stabilized with a saturated
absorption in methane; the 10-pm carbon-dioxide laser,
stabilized with a saturated fluorescence in CO,; the
common red He-Ne laser at 0.6328 pm, stabilized to an
iodine saturated absorption; and the yellow 0.57-pm
light produced by frequency doubling a 1.15-pm He-Ne
laser, also stabilized to iodine.
Presently, the unit of length - the meter - is defined
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A Blending of Diverse Talents
At Mathematical Sciences Northwes;. people are
the scecial irgredient that has propelled us into the
forefront as one of the world's leading developers of
nigh-powerccs lasers and energy systems
Scientisis. engineers. research associates and
technicians over one hundred of them are at work
at MSNW, combining their diverse talents to aavance
the leaaing edge of hign energy laser technology
from our TRACT fusion reactor program, to me
EXCI-UTE 'M commercial laser products. to MISTRALo IOOW average power 1 Khz excimer laser system
currently uraer development-we are dedicated to
just one thirg excellence
Our dynamic grodh has created a constant
need at MSNW for highly qualified laser people in 011
areas So i f you like challenge and enjoy an innovatlve
environment, we would like to hear from you Contact
Mary Lamp a i Ext 231

Mathematical Sciences Northwest

2755 Northup Way, Bellevue.WA 980On. (2061627-0460
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Fig 1 Laser Irequency-synthesis chain, startrng from the cesium
standard and extending upward fo the I. 1 5 - p He-Ne laser. All frequencies are in ferahertz

as 1,650,763.73 times the vacuum wavelength of an
orange-red spectral line of krypton-86. Wavelengths can
be compared with high precision in a Fabry-Perot interferometer, but ultimately, one runs up against the accuracy limitation imposed by the spectral width of the
krypton emission, leading to an uncertainty in all length
measurements of about 3 parts in lo9.
In 1972, the highest frequency measurement in
history was accomplished: that of a methane-stabilized.
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He-Ne laser (3.39 pm).' This was a very significant
measurement because this laser's wavelength could be
measured some hundred times more accurately than
wavelengths in the microwave region.' And since the
product of the frequency and wavelength of an electromagnetic wave is the speed of light, a 100-times more accurate value of c was obtained.

The present definiticn of the meter, tied as it is to incoherent radiation, is obviously archaic and the use of
laser radiation would significantly improve our standard of length. This has been proposed by a recent
meeting of the Consultative Committee on the Definition of the Meter as was mentioned earlier. With such a
definition, any suitable stabilized laser whose frequency
has been measured could be used to establish the meter.
Its vacuum wavelength would be

where v is the measured frequency of the laser, and co
would be the defined value of the speed of light. Thus,
the meter is u/L*,,vacuum wavelengths of this radiation,
and c,, (299,792,455 m/s) would be the value chosen to
maintain continuity in the realization of the meter.

If a laser-based definition of the meter
adopted, the era of speed-of-light
measurements would be at an end

There would be no loss in the accuracy of realizing the
mercr this way compared with defining the me!c ir!
terms of the wavelength of a single stabilized laser
because frequencies can be measured a hundred to a
thousand times more accurately than wavelengths.
Well-chaiacterized, stabilized lasers are sufficiently
stable so that their frequency need be measured only
once; then, any other similarly stabilized laser would
also emit this standard wavelength and could be used as
a standard o i length wirhout further measurements.
Thus, i f [his new definition is adopted, one of our fundamental units (the meter) would be defined in terms of
another (the second), and the era of speed-of-light
measurements would be at an end.

Exci-Lite'"and dye:
An ideal combination
MSNW's Exci-LiteTh'
exctrre' cser systems are idea
pumc sources for dye lcsers 'or example our X'i-LC2
delivers an crder of masr rLce greater energy per
pulse than typical N, lasers crid five to ten times Tne
p&e rare of typical puis^ '4AG systems
Euci-Litesvstems cut vc,' ooerating costs too
because a single inexper-s ve source without doclbiing or tripling will pump --e aye laser from below
320 nm to above 950 nrr--'or as little as 14can hou:
Best of all Exci-Litesr G i e directly to many N,
and VAG pumped dye svs-ems such as the QuantoR G PDL-l(E),
~
shown m o v e This system produces the
high conversion efficiencv cnd exceptional line
width expected from a L c n r a Ray Dye but with the
pulse repetition rate ana ICW cost possible only with
an Exci-Lite
For an excimer dve CL-~C or a complete system
circle our number on the recaer service card or C a l l
us today
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